
Laser cutting the frame- The first round of cutting was unsuccessful as the laser could not 
cut through at the given setting. However, the end product was a matter of building only a 
fraction of cradle spines. The end product was a succesful frame with water-formed cardstock 
on top.

Milling/Vacuum forming- Since the vacuum former was down, our group decided not to risk 
using the machine. Mill files were already made, but were not used to mill and construct the 
template. Instead, Mylar sheets were laser cut.

Mylar fabrication- 117 parts were made in the end, each at one general size. The piec-
es were tabbed along the edges, and glue-gun assembly made it work. Eventually the tabs 
needed to be folded so that compression forces around the edges would not become add 
stress and break the bonds at the points of assembly. The initial test failed, as it did not 
have tabs along the edges. The second test also did not work, since each individual compo-
nent needed a more efficient way to connect to its adjacent parts. The third test was suc-
cessful.

Paper (irregular surface)- The umbrellas were successfully glued to the frame with a glue 
gun, aggregated in a similar way to the 3d model and construction drawings. The only problem 
with the umbrellas was that there were too many extras, and also the flex of the mylar didǹ t 
allow for it to follow the exact way it works. 



1. laser cutting of frame
2. laser cut component
3. component assembled and aggregated
4. assembly of wood form/frame 
5. completed wood frame and initial surface
6. completed water-formed surface
7. a�xing components to surface
8. installation of frame to ceiling
9. �xing surface to frame
10. �xing surface to frame
11. completed assembly
12. fabrication complete
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